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A Document SDK (Software Development Kit) for Electronic Health Records (EHR)  
can significantly enhance the patient experience in several ways by streamlining processes,  

improving accessibility, and ensuring the accuracy and security of health information;  
and we’re excited to tell you how. 

Experience 

Seamless 
Document Management  
and Transformation 
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The Main 

Challenge 
In The Healthcare and EHR

In the healthcare industry, manual document processing poses significant challenges, leading 
to errors, delays, and hindering overall efficiency. Healthcare professionals are often burdened 
with vast amounts of paperwork, ranging from patient records and insurance claims to regula-
tory compliance documents. Manual data entry not only consumes valuable time but also intro-
duces inconsistencies and potential errors that can compromise patient care and safety. 

Additionally, with strict regulations such as HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountabil-
ity Act) governing the confidentiality and protection of patient information. Manual document 
processing can result in security weaknesses, heightening the risk of compliance violations and 
data breaches. 

Where is This Felt the Most?  

Patient Records
Manual entry and processing of EHRs lead to  

delays and potential inaccuracies.

Insurance Claims
Cumbersome paper-based processes for  

insurance claims delay provider reimbursement. 

Regulatory Compliance
Meeting regulatory requirements for data  

privacy and security is a constant challenge.

Interoperability
Different healthcare systems and EHRs results  

in fragmented data and impedes collaboration.
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How Can 

SDKs 
Help? 

Built with the specific needs of the healthcare industry in mind,  
Apryse’s SDKs offer comprehensive solutions for:
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Automation
Streamline document creation, conversion, & 
extraction for records, claims, & compliance.

Compliance
Generate, store healthcare documents with 
precision, confidentiality assured.

Collaboration
Securely share documents for timely, accurate 
information exchange.

Accuracy
Enhance precision by automating document 
processing, reducing errors.

Patient Experience
Boost experiences with swift, accurate docu-
ment services.
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Why 

Apryse 
Over Anyone Else? 

PROVEN BACKING 
Supported by renowned investors Silver Smith Capital and  
Thoma Bravo; with a history serving billions of users, millions  
of developers, and thousands of global enterprises. 

CORE SECURITY
Our SDK, fully embedded in your app code, ensures data security  
by eliminating external calls and transmission. This client-side  
processing minimizes risks, ensures industry compliance,  
and keeps user data securely on their devices for top-tier security. 

RELIABLE EXPERTISE
Apryse SDK, developed in-house for 20+ years, guarantees  
accurate document rendering, conversion, and processing,  
ensuring unmatched reliability. 

EXCEPTIONAL SUPPORT
Our robust support and meticulous documentation provide  
unmatched guidance, empowering your journey with top-tier  
technology and industry-leading assistance. 

PROPRIETARY CUSTOMIZATION
Our exclusive PDF SDK offers unparalleled customization,  
reliability, and peace of mind, enabling you to prioritize innovation 
and growth over troubleshooting and maintenance. 
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https://apryse.com/developers
https://apryse.com/support


“From start to finish, from my first  
conversation with [Apryse], to the time  
I had our app up on the App Store, the 
total duration was 24 days. Partnering 
with [Apryse], we could use technology 

as a differentiator to improve quality  
outcomes; we could innovate to make  

our employees and clients safer  
— to improve our efficiency and do  

so in a meaningful way” 

JOHN FRASER  CIO 

Recover Health, a leading home health  
agency throughout the US and Canada,  
faced a critical challenge when their  
existing document solution failed during  
the COVID-19 pandemic, forcing reliance on 
inefficient paper processes. 

Partnering with Apryse,  
they rapidly developed a branded 
form filling app, ensuring safe,  
remote document capabilities. 
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The Challenges
  Existing document solution failure during 
COVID-19 resulting in reliance on inefficient 
paper processes 

  Contradiction with Emergency  
Preparedness Plan 

  Risks to business, employees, and clients 

  Impacted efficiency and scalability 

  Swift replacement needed for remote  
document capabilities 

The Results 
  Created a branded form filling app in  
25 days 

  Eliminated paper-related exposure risks  
and inefficiencies 

  Apryse SDK, with support for Xamarin,  
enabled cross-platform development 

  Rapid rollout of new features on Android 
and iOS platforms 

  Consolidated features into a single vendor 
for long-term support 

  Streamlined workflow and reduced turnover 
times 

  Continued success measured by high user 
satisfaction 

  Significant time savings through the  
adoption of digital processes 

Customer 

Case Study
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“I got in touch with somebody almost immediately... We had technical questions throughout the  
implementation process, and the [Apryse] team was very responsive—they got back to us the same day,  
almost always.” ~ John Fraser   

Read the Whole Story >>

https://apryse.com/blog/customers/recover-health-innovates-new-paperless-app-in-24-days
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View & Annotate  
Client-Side
Enables secure viewing and anno-
tation of various medical document 
formats within the browser, foster-
ing collaboration among healthcare 
teams for efficient patient record 
management. 

Collaborative Real-Time  
Review & Approval
Streamlines real-time document re-
views for multi-disciplinary healthcare 
teams, ensuring timely approval of crit-
ical healthcare documents and enhanc-
ing case management. 

Generate Documents  
from Data & Templates
Accelerates workflow automation 
in patient record management 
by creating reports, patient re-
cords, and essential healthcare 
documents from connected data 
sources. 

PDF Text Editing  
& Manipulation
Facilitates quick and secure text edits 
in medical documents, ensuring effi-
cient updates to patient records and 
treatment plans for seamless docu-
mentation. 

Digital Signature  
Workflows
Establishes customized signing 
workflows for healthcare docu-
ments, expediting approval pro-
cesses and enhancing patient 
record management. 

Intelligent Data  
Extraction Automation
Enhances efficiency in patient record 
management by automating the ex-
traction and processing of data from 
scanned medical documents, improv-
ing accuracy in EHR systems. 

Key 

Features
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Experience  

The Future
Of Document Management
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Ready to Transform Your Healthcare Documentation? 
Experience the power of Apryse SDKs in revolutionizing healthcare document management. 

For more information, visit apryse.com

CONTACT SALES TRY NOW

http://apryse.com
https://apryse.com/form/contact-sales
https://docs.apryse.com/try-now
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